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Control Design for a Bottoming
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Gas Turbine
Hybrid System
A bottoming 275 kW planar solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) gas turbine (GT) hybrid system
control approach has been conceptualized and designed. Based on previously published
modeling techniques, a dynamic model is developed that captures the physics sufficient
for dynamic simulation of all processes that affect the system with time scales of �10 ms.
The dynamic model was used to make system design improvements to enable the system
to operate dynamically over a wide range of power output (15–100% power). The wide
range of operation was possible by burning supplementary fuel in the combustor and
operating the turbine at variable speed for improved thermal management. The dynamic
model was employed to design a control strategy for the system. Analyses of the relative
gain array (RGA) of the system at several operating points gave insight into input/output
(I/O) pairing for decentralized control. Particularly, the analyses indicate that, for
SOFC/GT hybrid plants that use voltage as a controlled variable, it is beneficial to
control system power by manipulating fuel cell current and to control fuel cell voltage by
manipulating the anode fuel flowrate. To control the stack temperature during transient
load changes, a cascade control structure is employed in which a fast inner loop that
maintains the GT shaft speed receives its set point from a slower outer loop that main-
tains the stack temperature. Fuel can be added to the combustor to maintain the turbine
inlet temperature for the lower operating power conditions. To maintain fuel utilization
and to prevent fuel starvation in the fuel cell, fuel is supplied to the fuel cell proportion-
ally to the stack current. In addition, voltage is used as an indicator of varying fuel
concentrations, allowing the fuel flow to be adjusted accordingly. Using voltage as a
sensor is shown to be a potential solution to making SOFC systems robust to varying fuel
compositions. The simulation tool proved effective for fuel cell/GT hybrid system control
system development. The resulting SOFC/GT system control approach is shown to have
transient load-following capability over a wide range of power, ambient temperature, and
fuel concentration variations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2713785�

Keywords: SOFC hybrid, gas turbine, control design, system design, robust control, RGA
ntroduction

Because of high efficiency and low pollutant emissions charac-
eristics, solid oxide fuel cell/gas turbine �SOFC/GT� hybrid sys-
ems are receiving increasingly more attention as potential future
lectric power generators. The Department of Energy has been
upporting the development of SOFC/GT hybrids for distributed
eneration as well as large-scale stationary power applications
1,2�. Regardless of the application, hybrid systems in practice
ill need to be robust to ambient temperature and fuel concentra-

ion variations. In addition, hybrid systems that are efficient over a
ide power operating range and that have load following capabil-

ty will be much more attractive.
Consequently, transient control research of hybrid systems has

een receiving some attention in the literature �3–5�. Prior control
esigns have been designed for molten carbonate fuel cell/GT
ybrid systems, and topping SOFC/GT hybrid systems, but none
ave been studied for bottoming SOFC/GT hybrid systems. Be-
ause of the complexity and nonlinearity of hybrid systems, hy-
rid control research has not tended to utilize traditional linear
ontrol theory �5,6�. Instead, the approach has been decentralized
ultiloop feedforward-feedback-type controllers, designed and
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evaluated by means of trial and error and/or dynamic modeling. It
has been determined that even though there are strong interactions
between the manipulated and controlled variables in the system, a
decentralized multiloop control design can be made stable because
of the differing times scales of each control loop �5�.

The present control strategy, designed for a bottoming
SOFC/GT hybrid system, is consistent with prior controls re-
search. It is a decentralized multiloop feedforward-feedback-type
controller. The final system design contains four main controllers
to maintain safe operation of the system: A system power control-
ler, a cascaded GT shaft speed/fuel cell temperature controller, a
combustor temperature controller, and an anode fuel flow control-
ler. Many of the control concepts applied in the present research
have been investigated previously, but not in the configuration
presented here or for the case of controlling a bottoming
SOFC/GT hybrid system. Particularly, the present research makes
use of system linearization, and relative gain array analysis to
select a system control configuration and input-output pairing of
the system. In addition, careful attention has been paid to the
design of the fuel flow controller. The final system control design
is found to �i� be robust to ambient temperature and fuel concen-
tration variations, �ii� have rapid load following capability, and
�iii� have a wide range of system operating power.

System Configuration
To design an effective control strategy, it is important to under-
stand the system design, system component interactions, and sys-
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em operating requirements. The analyzed 275 kW bottoming
OFC/GT hybrid system is shown in Fig. 1. The principal func-

ion of the system is to provide electrical power. The fuel cell is
he core system component because it generates most of the sys-
em power �87% of the total system power at maximum power�
nd because it has significant control requirements and con-
traints. The fuel cell in the system is a planar anode supported
OFC. To provide hydrogen rich synthesis gas to individual
OFC cells, the fuel cell stack contains planar reformer channels

n series with cells in the stack. As shown in Fig. 1, the water
eeded for reformation is provided externally. This simplifies con-
rol of the steam to carbon ratio as compared to recycling water
rom the anode exhaust �7,8�. This requires a fuel heater to preheat
uel and water before entering the fuel cell.

Other system components support operation of the fuel cell.
he gas turbine generates supplementary power �very important in

erms of efficiency�, but from a control perspective the gas tur-
ine’s primary purpose is to provide airflow to the fuel cell. Air-
ow to the fuel cell is of crucial importance, not only because it
rovides oxygen for the electrochemical reaction but also because
t cools the stack in addition to the cooling effect of the endother-

ic internal reformation. To control the fuel cell temperature, the
mount of airflow through the cathode is controlled. In the current
ystem, this is accomplished by operating the turbine at variable
peeds. Such design has been investigated systematically and
hown beneficial for hybrid systems by many �3–5,9,10�.

This leads to the above-mentioned cascade control structure:
he GT shaft speed is controlled in a fast inner loop. It receives its
et point from the slow outer loop that controls the stack tempera-
ure. Because the inner loop is fast in comparison, it can reject
isturbances, such as ambient temperature changes, before they
ffect the temperature control loop.

Downstream of the fuel cell, unreacted fuel is oxidized in a
ombustor. The system configuration allows for supplementary
uel flow to the combustor to maintain a high combustor tempera-
ure, and consequently, a high turbine inlet temperature. Note that
heat exchanger is used following the combustor to transfer heat

rom the combustor exhaust to the turbine inlet air.
Use of supplementary combustor fuel has been studied in detail

y �11,12� for a topping SOFC/GT hybrid, showing that such a
trategy enhances the operating conditions of the gas turbine and
mproves turbine performance. For a bottoming cycle, supplemen-
ary fuel to the combustor is further advantageous because it

aintains the cathode inlet temperature. If the combustor tem-
erature increases, then so does the heat exchanger temperature,
he turbine inlet temperature, and, after expansion, the cathode
nlet temperature. Therefore, if the combustor inlet temperature is
ncreased, so is the cathode inlet temperature. The supplementary

ig. 1 Bottoming SOFC/GT hybrid system with variable speed
T and supplemental oxidizer fuel
ombustor fuel serves as a cathode preheater. This is particularly
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important to maintain the fuel cell temperature in part load con-
ditions, when the fuel cell tends to cool down due to reduced heat
generation within the cells.

It is essential that the system operate safely at all times. To
ensure safe operation of the system, the following system operat-
ing requirements and limitations are used in the control design:

1. The maximum fuel cell temperature must always be
�1073 K, so metal interconnects can be used �13�.

2. The temperature difference between the cathode inlet tem-
perature and the fuel cell electrolyte temperature must be
�200 K. To avoid thermal stresses in the fuel cell, this tem-
perature difference must be minimized. Note that a 200 K
temperature difference might be too large for a practical sys-
tem, depending on the design, material set, and length of the
fuel cell �14,15�.

3. Hydrogen must not be depleted in the anode. The hydrogen
mole fraction must always be �0.01. The fuel cell potential
is highly dependent on the concentration of the electro-
chemically active species. In addition, if the fuel �hydrogen�
becomes depleted, an irreversible anode oxidation can occur.

4. Because of material restrictions, the combustor temperature
must not exceed 1150 K.

5. The maximum gas turbine shaft speed is 97,000 rpm.

The control strategy presented herein is designed to ensure the
system is operating within the above-specified requirements at all
times, regardless of ambient temperature, fuel concentration varia-
tions, or system load transients.

Model
A dynamic model of the hybrid system, as presented in Fig. 1

and described in the previous section, was constructed in
MATLAB/ SIMULINK®. To facilitate linearization using MATLAB’s
built-in linearization commands, the nonlinear state space model
was constructed free of any algebraic loops.1 Note that the linear
model was only used in the present research for the relative gain
array �RGA� analyses used to determine optimal control structure
and input output pairing. The system model was constructed using
a physical modeling approach similar to that developed in
�16–18�, applied to the present system. Because the focus of this
paper is control design, the dynamic model is only described
briefly. Model details relevant to the system linearization are ex-
plained in detail. The overall system model comprises 64 nonlin-
ear coupled ordinary differential equations as well as associated
nonlinear constitutive equations. Accordingly, the linearized
model has 64 states.

Heat Exchanger. The heat exchangers in the system are mod-
eled as flat plate counter flow heat exchangers as presented in
�16,18�. Each heat exchanger is discretized into hot and cold
streams and the plate separating the two streams. The three control
volumes are then used to discretize the heat exchanger into five
nodes in the streamwise direction. Note that this discretization is
particularly important for the combustor/turbine heat exchanger
due to significant thermal gradients between the inlet and outlet
streams of that heat exchanger.

The temperature and species mole fractions in gas control vol-
umes of the heat exchanger, as well as the combustor, reformer,
and fuel cell model are determined from solution of the dynamic
energy and species conservation equations in the general form

NCV
dT

dt
= Ṅinhin − Ṅouthout + � Q̇in − � Ẇout �1�

1In MATLAB, an algebraic loop occurs when a function’s input depends on its own
output. To compute the output, MATLAB requires iterations, which significantly slows
down the simulation. Also, systems with algebraic loops cannot be linearized using

MATLAB’s LINMOD command.
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N
dXi

dt
= ṄinXi,in − ṄoutXi,out + Ri �2�

nd the temperature of solid control volumes is found from solv-
ng the dynamic solid-state energy conservation equation in the
eneral form

�VC
dT

dt
= � Q̇in − � Ẇout �3�

Convection heat transfer between each stream and the plate is
odeled using Newton’s law of cooling, and Fourier’s law is used

o model conduction heat transfer along the heat exchanger plate.

Combustor. The combustor is modeled as a single control vol-
me as presented in �17,18�. The combustor contains three inlet
treams �i.e., anode exhaust, combustor fuel, and cathode exhaust�
nd a single exhaust stream. To simplify the model, the combustor
s assumed to operate adiabatically with complete fuel oxidation.
hen the exit mole fractions can be determined from Eq. �2� and

he outlet temperature from Eq. �1�. The thermal capacitance as-
ociated with the mass of combustor and catalyst is included in
he energy conservation equation.

Fuel Cell. Each cell unit in the stack, i.e., cathode gas, cathode,
lectrolyte, anode, anode gas, separator plates �interconnects�, and
ndirect internal reformer, is assumed to operate identically, such
hat simulation of a single cell unit is taken as representative of
he entire stack performance. To avoid algebraic loops in the elec-
rochemical model, as explained in �17,18�, the fuel cell was not
iscretized in the flow direction. Instead, the cathode gas,
lectrode-electrolyte assembly, anode gas, separator plate, and in-
irect internal reformer stream each represent a single bulk con-
rol volume of the fuel cell model. Convection heat transfer is

odeled between each gas and solid control volume �e.g., cathode
as and electrode-electrolyte assembly, anode gas and electrode-
lectrolyte assembly, anode gas and separator plate, and separator
late and reformer stream�. Note that radiation heat transfer be-
ween the electrode-electrolyte assembly and the separator plate is
eglected because in the planar, coflow, intermediate temperature
uel cell design, heat exchange is dominated by convection.

Temperatures and species mole fractions in the anode and cath-
de gas streams are determined from Eqs. �1� and �2�. Equation
3� is used to determine temperatures in the anode electrode plate
nd electrolyte. To avoid algebraic equilibrium constraints, steam
eformation chemical kinetics, based on the exit flow conditions,
re used in the reformer stream and anode control volume, as was
one in �16–18�. Electrochemical reaction rates in the SOFC are
etermined from the current, an input to the fuel cell model, based
n Faraday’s law and SOFC half reactions �16–18�. Details of the
olution strategy for the fuel cell component can be found in
16–18�.

From the fuel cell temperatures, and species mole fractions,
uasi-steady electrochemistry is assumed to determine the SOFC
oltage, based on exit conditions of the fuel cell. The electro-
hemical voltage model presented in �16–18� is used; it accounts
or Gibbs free energy, activation polarization, Ohmic polarization,
nd concentration polarization. The only difference from �16–18�
s that a more detailed ohmic polarization model adapted from
19� was used in the present model. This adaptation accounts for
he temperature dependence of the overall fuel cell resistance as
ollows:

Eohm =
i

A
T exp�8700

T
− 25.855� �4�

Note that current is an input to the fuel cell and a single cell
oltage is found thus avoiding algebraic voltage constraints.

Gas Turbine. The gas turbine is modeled as presented in �16�,
ased on compressor and turbine performance maps to model the

ull operating range of the gas turbine. Maps for both efficiency

ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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and mass flow �as a function of normalized pressure ratio and
rotational speed� are used for the compressor and turbine. The
dynamics of the turbomachinery are determined by the solution of
two equations that determine two dynamic states: �i� a dynamic
torque balance on the gas turbine shaft,

d�

dt
=

Pturbine + Pcompressor − Pmtg

J�
�5�

and �ii� a dynamic molar conservation equation in the turbine

d�PV

RT
�

dt
= Ṅin − Ṅout �6�

Equation �6� is solved for the turbine inlet pressure. Equations
�1�–�3�, �5�, and �6� represent the dynamic states of the system.

Steady-State System Analysis
It is desired that the system operate safely and efficiently over a

wide range of power conditions. To verify the system’s operating
range, a steady-state thermodynamic analysis was conducted. The
ability to maintain the stack temperature, cathode inlet tempera-
ture, turbine inlet temperature, and turbine shaft speed within rea-
sonable limits for the whole range of system operation was evalu-
ated using the dynamic model described above. In all cases, the
process was simulated until steady state was achieved.

For this study, the fuel is assumed to be pure methane and the
ambient temperature is assumed constant at 298 K. The fuel cell
was held at a constant fuel utilization of 85%. The stack tempera-
ture was maintained at 1000 K by varying the gas turbine shaft
speed. In addition, the combustor outlet temperature was main-
tained at 1140 K by providing fuel to the combustor. Steady-state
simulation of the system showed that care must be taken to ensure
operation of the gas turbine within its operating envelope.

This is because the amount of air cooling needed to maintain
the fuel cell temperature varies greatly with the fuel cell operating
power. At high power, the fuel cell generates much heat and the
GT maximum shaft speed �97,000 rpm� is matched with the sys-
tem’s maximum operating power �275 kW�. At low power, the
fuel cell generates significantly less heat, and the fuel cell air
cooling requirement is minimal �tends to zero�. To control the fuel
cell temperature at low power, the gas turbine would have to
operate at speeds less than its minimum speed for sustentation.
This limitation has also been reported by �10� for topping
SOFC/GT hybrid systems.

It is assumed that the gas turbine’s minimum operating speed is
65 krpm. Therefore, the GT speed is controlled by manipulating
the gas turbine power at or above 65 krpm. Therefore, the fuel cell
temperature can only be controlled by manipulation of the shaft
speed until the 65 krpm limit is reached. Once the gas turbine
minimum shaft speed is reached, the fuel cell temperature is al-
lowed to float. Note that a gas turbine minimum operating speed
of 65 krpm is a conservative value and operation at lower rpms
should be possible.

Once the gas turbine minimum speed is reached, maintaining
the combustor temperature by burning supplementary fuel is par-
ticularly important in maintaining the cathode inlet temperature
and preventing the fuel cell from excessive cooling. This control
strategy was found to allow the system thermodynamically to op-
erate over a wide range of output power conditions with sustained
gas turbine operation, as shown in Fig. 2.

With the designed gas turbine shaft speed constraint, and use of
supplementary combustor fuel, it was found that the system was
capable of operating from full power �275 kW� to power levels
where only the gas turbine is generating power. Although real
hybrid systems must be capable of this wide performance range to
enable safe start-up and shutdown, we limited our current inves-

tigation to system powers in the range of 70–275 kW to analyze

AUGUST 2007, Vol. 4 / 223
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he system under dynamic operating conditions that are consis-
ently in a hybrid operating mode where both GT and SOFC gen-
rate power.

Steady-state analyses of the designed system, shown in Fig. 3,
ndicate that the system meets the selected system operating re-
uirements. Most importantly, the cathode inlet air temperature
emained within 175 K of the fuel cell stack operating tempera-
ure. Additional simulations have indicated this would not have
een the case without supplementary combustor fuel. The steady-
tate analyses further indicate that the stack and turbine inlet tem-
eratures can be well maintained over the range of operating
ower selected. Hybrid system efficiencies �60% LHV can be
chieved. However, because of significant use of fuel combustion,
specially at low power operating conditions, the system effi-
iency at lower power becomes significantly less, as indicated in
ig. 3.

nput-Output Pairing
From the steady-state analyses, it is known that the system can

perate over the full range of power within the system operating
equirements. With the system configuration thus defined and with
proper operating range, it is essential to design a control strategy

or rapid transient control capabilities that is robust to distur-
ances. Because of the complexity and nonlinear behavior of the
ybrid system �5,6�, full state feedback-type controllers that re-
uire state observers were not utilized in the presented research.
nstead, a decentralized multiloop feedforward-feedback-type
ontrol strategy is designed.

To keep the system simple, no additional actuators are added.
o gain the full benefit of a decentralized multiloop controller,

nputs and outputs must be paired properly. Each loop must be
table over the range of operating conditions, and control loop
nteractions must be minimized. A prerequisite for input-output

Fig. 2 Compressor flow map with operating points
Fig. 3 Designed system steady-state performances
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�I/O� pairing is to identify each reasonable and practical system
input �manipulated variables� and the desired controlled system
outputs �controlled variables�.

Input-Output Identification. The system, as designed, con-
tains four actuators �inputs� that can easily be implemented in a
real hybrid system:

1. GT load power
2. supplementary combustor fuel flow
3. fuel cell current
4. anode fuel flow

To determine potential controlled system outputs, it is important
to identify variables that common sensors can easily measure,
such as temperatures, voltages, rotational velocities, and flow
rates. Note that common, cost effective, and reliable sensors with
rapid time response to measure fuel composition do not exist. This
is a major concern of this research project because it is desired to
operate the system with fuel of varying composition. To resolve
this problem, changes in composition can be inferred from fuel
cell voltage measurements because cell voltage depends strongly
on fuel composition. However, the following factors need to be
considered as well: During operation, the fuel cell voltage de-
pends on species’ partial pressures in the anode and cathode com-
partments �due to the Nernst term�, the amount of current being
drawn from the fuel cell �due to polarizations�, as well the stack
temperature �mainly due to ohmic polarization� and pressure con-
ditions. Therefore, it is important to account for fuel cell current
and temperature conditions to properly infer the fuel composition
from voltage measurements. The usefulness of these measure-
ments will become apparent once each control loop is designed;
prior to this, however, I/O pairings must be established.

The desired outputs must be determined before I/O pairing can
proceed. Assuming that changes in fuel composition can be in-
ferred from voltage measurements, fuel cell voltage is selected as
a desired output. Since the objective of the system is to meet
external power demands, another desired output is the hybrid sys-
tem power. During system design, it was determined that the com-
bustor temperature indirectly impacts the cathode inlet tempera-
ture. To ensure that the combustor temperature does not exceed its
maximum temperature �1150 K, operating requirement 5�, it is
selected as a controlled output. In the steady-state analysis, we
concluded that the fuel cell temperature can be controlled via the
gas turbine shaft speed. Therefore, both the turbine shaft speed
and fuel cell stack temperature are selected as desired controlled
outputs. In summary, five system parameters are to be controlled:

1. GT shaft speed
2. stack temperature
3. combustor temperature
4. system power
5. fuel cell voltage

Each of the five system outputs is easily measurable by currently
available sensors.

RGA Analysis. A total of four inputs

u =�
u1

u2

u3

u4

	 =�
GT power

combustor fuel flow

fuel cell current

anode fuel flow
	 �7�
and five outputs
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y =�
y1

y2

y3

y4

y5

	 =�
GT shaft-speed

stack temperature

combustor temperature

system power

fuel cell voltage
	 �8�

eed to be paired. Physical insight leads to pairing �u1 ,y1/2� and
u2 ,y3�, where the former employs the already-discussed cascade
ontrol structure. For the remaining inputs �u3 ,u4� and outputs
y4 ,y5�, no such obvious paring exists; both combinations
�u3 ,y4�, �u4 ,y5�� and ��u3 ,y5�, �u4 ,y4�� are viable options.

When pairing inputs and outputs for decentralized multiloop
eedback control, it is desired to minimize loop interactions �20�.
his is accomplished by computing the system’s relative gain ar-

ay �RGA�. RGA analysis provides a measure of the interactions
aused by decentralized control using various I/O pairing choices
21�. Essentially, the RGA is a normalization of the transfer func-
ion, defined as

RGA�G�w�� = ��G�w�� 
 G�w� � �G�w�−1�T �9�

here � denotes element-by-element multiplication. The RGA
an be used to measure diagonal dominance, by the simple quan-
ity

RGA − number = ���G�w�� − I�sum �10�
o avoid instabilities caused by interactions in the crossover re-
ion, pairings that have a RGA number close to 0 at these fre-
uencies are preferred �20�. To determine the preferred pairing of
nputs �u3 ,u4� and outputs �y4 ,y5�, the system was linearized over
he range of operating power. Linearization is required because
he RGA is a tool defined only for linear systems �see Eq. �9��.
ecause the current hybrid system is a highly nonlinear system,

he process must be linearized for a large number of specific op-
rating regimes. These operating regimes are characterized by
heir fuel cell current, spanning 1–50 A. The system was linear-
zed around 75 specific system operating conditions. The RGA
umber was determined over the entire operating range for each
f the two I/O parings �Figs. 4 and 5�.

As mentioned above, it is desired to choose a pairing with an
GA number that is closest to zero at the crossover frequencies.
his is not straightforward due to the large variation of time scales

see Table 1� and, consequently, the large variation of crossover
requencies. From the RGA of both pairings, shown in Figs. 4 and
, respectively, it can be seen that pairing fuel cell current with
oltage results in a less-coupled system pairing at lower frequen-
ies, but a more-coupled system at higher frequencies.

Stiller et al. �5� determined that hybrid fuel cell systems can be
tabilized despite strong interactions because of the difference in

ig. 4 Relative gain array analysis for fuel cell current-system
ower input and output pairing
ssociated time scales. To allow fast control loops �current� to

ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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adjust to slower loops �flow rate�, it is desired to decouple the
system at high frequencies. Therefore, pairing system power with
fuel cell current and fuel cell voltage with anode fuel flow rate is
preferred because it leads an RGA number close to zero at high
frequencies.

Controller Design and Simulated Responses

System Power Controller. The objective of this research is to
meet a reference power demand �rP� by the system power �yP�.
Pairing system power with fuel cell current �ui� instead of fuel
flow rate is beneficial because the fuel cell current generation time
scale is almost instantaneous, whereas the time scale of species
transport is on the order of seconds. This has the potential for
enhanced system response.

Because of the need to track a large system operating range, a
feedforward lookup table of current based on reference power
signal is utilized in the system power controller. Note, that the
required feedforward current �f i� is estimated from the previously
determined steady-state system operation. For robust tracking and
disturbance rejection, a proportional plus integral controller is
used for the system power. In addition to the feedforward and
feedback control, the system power controller is designed with a
power reference governor. The reference system power demand is
lowered when the fuel cell operating voltage �yV� becomes less
than a set voltage minimum �rVmin�. This control feature is in-
cluded to ensure safe fuel cell operating voltages, especially dur-
ing transient load conditions. Manipulating the fuel cell current to
control the system power output, with restriction on the fuel cell
voltage is consistent with prior work done for topping SOFC/GT
hybrid systems �5�. The system power controller is shown in Fig.
6, and controller parameters are presented in Table 2.

To demonstrate the power controller’s response, an instanta-
neous power increase from 70 kW to 250 kW was simulated.
Note that each dynamic simulation is meant to demonstrate a par-
ticular controller performance, but each simulation presented in
the paper is for the fully controlled system �i.e., all control loops
closed�. The simulated system response is presented in Fig. 7.
During the simulation, the GT power remained almost constant,

Fig. 5 Relative gain array analysis for fuel cell current-fuel cell
voltage input and output pairing

Table 1 System relevant time scales, and there respective
system model representation

Response Time scale
Frequency

�hz� Model

Thermal hours 0 Eqs. �1� and �3�
Shaft inertia minutes 0.01 Eq. �5�
Species conservation seconds 1 Eqs. �2� and �6�
Current generation instantaneous � Quasi-steady
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uch that the fuel cell power had to increase to meet the system
ower demand. Following the simulated increase in system power
emand, the GT power remains almost constant until the fuel cell
emperature reaches its normal operating temperature. This is be-
ause the shaft speed set point is initially maintained at
5,000 rpm by the GT cascade controller until the fuel cell stack
emperature increases from the lower stack temperature of low
ower conditions. After the fuel cell reaches a higher operating
emperature and requires more cooling, the GT shaft speed is al-
owed to increase above 65,000 rpm. The turbine inlet tempera-
ure, which dictates the gas turbine performance and output, re-

ains unchanged while the shaft speed is constant �at
5,000 rpm� and remains almost unchanged thereafter. The tur-
ine inlet temperature does not change because the airflow is es-
entially constant at a given constant shaft speed and the combus-
or temperature is maintained by the combustor temperature
ontroller.

In the simulation, the system power increased by 90 kW almost
nstantaneously. However, the system power was limited by the
ower reference governor because the SOFC cell voltage came
lose to 0.6 V. This significant voltage decrease is due to an in-
rease in fuel cell current �to meet system power demand� at the
ower fuel cell stack operating temperature. The decreased stack
emperature results in higher fuel cell internal resistance, such that
he SOFC cannot immediately generate the current needed to meet
he system power demand �even if the system had been at steady
tate�. Following the instantaneous increase in power, the system
ower slowly increases, almost proportionally with the fuel cell

Fig. 6 System power controller

Table 2 Designed

System power controller

rVmin 0.6 V
KV 5 kW/V
KPsys 10 A/kW
IPsys 2 A/kW
Sat. �0 kW
GT Cascade controller

rTstack 1000 K
KTstack 500 rpm/K
Sat. �65 krpm
Krpm 0.1 kW/rpm
Combustor temperature controller

rTcomb 1140 K
KTcomb 1�10−4 kmol/s /K
Anode fuel flow controller

rTcomb max 1150 K
KU 0.2 kmol/s /K
KV 5�10−6 kmol/s /V
Sat. �0 kmol/s
Uset

0.85
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stack temperature, at a constant fuel cell voltage. The increase in
fuel cell stack temperature causes the fuel cell internal resistance
to decrease and, consequently, allowing for a larger fuel cell cur-
rent with the power reference governor controlled minimum fuel
cell voltage. Once the system power is reached, the fuel cell
power stabilizes and the fuel cell voltage increases.

Thermal Management Controller. The thermal management
controller contains two control loops, a GT cascade controller
�Fig. 8� to control fuel cell stack temperature and GT shaft speed,
as well as a combustor temperature controller �Fig. 9�. Thermal
control of a bottoming MCFC/GT hybrid system has been previ-
ously investigated by �3�. In this research �3�, a cascade GT con-
troller and a combustor temperature controller were each investi-
gated independently but never together in the same hybrid system.
The GT cascade controller presented in �3� resulted in steady-state
oxidizer temperatures that were too high while the combustor
temperature controller resulted in steady-state cathode inlet tem-
peratures that were too low.

ntroller constants

Fuel cell �cell� minimum voltage
Fuel cell power reference governor gain

System power feedback proportional gain
System power feedback integral gain
Power reference governor saturation

Reference fuel cell operating temperature
Temperature feedback proportional gain

GT shaft speed saturation
Shaft speedfeedback proportional gain

Reference combustor operating temperature
Combustor feedback proportional gain

Reference combustor maximum temperature
Combustor temperature reduction gain

Fuel cell stack voltage feedback proportional gain
Anode fuel flowrate saturation

Fuel cell set operating fuel utilization

Fig. 7 System response to an instantaneous power demand
increase from 70 kW to 250 kW
co
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The current control strategy, designed with the insight from �3�,
s a combination of a GT cascade controller for shaft speed and
uel cell temperature, and an oxidizer temperature controller.
teady-state analyses of the control strategy have already shown

hat the system can be maintained in a safe operating regime,
voiding the problems of too high an oxidizer temperature and too
ow a cathode inlet temperature discussed in �3�. The combustor
emperature controller is straightforward. The supplementary
ombustor fuel flow �uNcomb� is manipulated from a feedforward
ookup table based on system power demand, and a proportional
eedback on measured combustor temperature �yTcomb�.

The GT cascade controller manipulates the GT shaft-speed set
oint to maintain a constant fuel cell stack temperature. The de-
ired GT shaft-speed set point is achieved by varying the GT
ower. As mentioned above, a minimum shaft speed of 65 krpm is
aintained at all times. Both shaft-speed set point and GT power

re found by means of proportional feedback and a feedforward
n the system power demand. To avoid integral error buildup
uring saturation and transients, integral feedback is not used.
his result in a slight tracking error, but exact control of the stack
nd combustor temperatures is not required. It was found that the
racking error was acceptable, in the sense that the system re-

ained within operating requirements.
To demonstrate robustness of the thermal controller, a 30°C

iurnal ambient temperature variation from 5°C to 35°C was
mposed as a boundary condition for the system operated at
50 kW system power. The simulation, presented in Fig. 10, in-
icates that despite the variation in ambient temperature the fuel
ell temperature is maintained well. This is accomplished by vary-
ng the gas turbine shaft speed with changes in ambient tempera-
ure. Although this results in a variation of generator power, the
ystem power is tracked. Note that this type of robust performance
ver diurnal and/or seasonal ambient temperature variations is
either typical of hybrid systems nor easily achieved without the
ype of control strategies implemented herein.

Anode Fuel Flow Controller. As stated in system operational
equirement 3, sufficient fuel �hydrogen� must be maintained in
he fuel cell anode compartment at all times. If anode hydrogen
ecomes depleted, the fuel cell voltage will drop precipitously and
uel cell power will be lost. More importantly, low fuel concen-
rations in the anode compartment can lead to irreversible anode
xidation that permanently damages the anode catalyst. It has

Fig. 8 Gas turbine cascade controller
Fig. 9 Combustor temperature controller

ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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been recognized that fuel cell hydrogen depletion during load
transients can be minimized by current-based fuel control �17,18�

Ṅfc =
i · n

4 · Uset · 2 · F · 1000
�11�

That is, one should control the anode fuel flow in proportion to the
fuel cell operating current such that constant fuel utilization is
maintained in the fuel cell. Essentially, this control technique is an
anode fuel flow-rate feedforward based on the current.

Controlling the fuel flow using a feedforward on current, such
as in Eq. �11�, will maintain constant fuel utilization as long as the
fuel mixture is known �16,17�. As can be seen from Eq. �11�, this
is independent of system performance, as long as the ratio be-
tween fuel flow rate and current can be maintained. In the form in
which Eq. �11� is presented, the fuel is considered to be pure
methane. However, since a fuel composition sensor is not avail-
able, if the fuel content ever changes with only a feedforward
controller implemented, then the operating utilization will vary
�possibly leading to hydrogen depletion in the anode compart-
ment�. As discussed earlier in the I/O section, fuel cell voltage can
be utilized as an indicator of varying fuel composition.

The system’s steady-state power/fuel cell voltage relationship
can be determined for a nominal fuel mixture and fuel cell oper-
ating conditions. In the present case, the nominal operating con-
dition was taken to be pure methane fuel, at 298 K ambient tem-
perature, and one atmosphere pressure �as in the steady-state
analysis�. Note that the steady-state power/fuel cell voltage rela-
tionship does not account for variations in ambient temperature.

During operation, the voltage relationship can be utilized to
indicate a below normal voltage at a given system power. If this is
true then it is possible to control the anode fuel flow to maintain
the operating voltage based on power. This can be accomplished
by comparing the voltage feedback to the voltage determined
from the system power relationship �Fig. 11�. Such a feedback
ensures that if the fuel composition changes, then sufficient fuel
�hydrogen� will be present in the anode compartment.

As mentioned previously, the voltage can drop during operation
not only because of fuel composition variations, but also because
of below-normal operating temperatures as well as higher-than-
normal currents caused by transient conditions, varying ambient
conditions, and/or fuel cell degradation. However, voltage feed-
back is still beneficial because the system’s thermal controller
should be able to maintain the stack temperature at its normal
steady-state operating temperature. In addition, operating the fuel

Fig. 10 System response to ambient temperature variation
from 5°C to 35°C
cell with slightly lower fuel utilization during transient conditions
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s beneficial to improve the response time, raising the voltage and
llowing for higher current generation. In addition, operating the
uel cell at lower fuel utilization to compensate for fuel cell deg-
adation and ambient condition variation is not problematic, ex-
ept that it reduces overall system efficiency. During operation,
he voltage can also be higher than normal. For example, after a
ower decrease, the anode compartment fuel concentrations may
e temporarily higher than current flow and current conditions
ould otherwise suggest due to the volume of fuel that can be

tored in the anode compartment. To avoid this kind of voltage
eedback during dynamics associated with decreasing fuel cell
ower demand �and fuel flow rate�, the voltage feedback can only
ncrease the anode fuel flow rate.

Another issue of controlling the fuel flow rate from a voltage
eedback is that during transient load conditions, as presented in
ig. 7, the voltage can become saturated. Without precautions, this
ould result in an increase in fuel flow sent to the anode, and

onsequently increased fuel flow to the combustor. The combustor
emperature would then increase too much, even if the combustor
uel were controlled to zero. To prevent such conditions, the an-
de fuel flow rate is lowered if the combustor temperature in-
reases beyond 1050 K. To avoid integral wind-up, only a propor-
ional feedback controller is used on the voltage. This is sufficient
ince tight control of the fuel cell voltage is not required.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the voltage feedback, the
uel cell was operated at a constant 250 kW power output, on pure
ethane, at a constant 298 K ambient temperature. The fuel’s
ethane content was then instantaneously decreased by 40%. The

imulated system response is shown in Fig. 12. A 40% instanta-
eous decrease in fuel methane content is very significant �greater
han what would be typical in practice�, yet the fuel cell hydrogen

ole fraction remained almost constant through this transient, and
he system power was tracked almost perfectly. The fuel controller
ncreased the anode fuel flow rate to compensate for the reduction
n theoretical hydrogen content of the fuel. Although the change in
uel content was instantaneous, the anode fuel flow was increased
ver a period of about 1 min, since it takes some time for the
node compartment hydrogen concentration to drop in the fuel
ell �due to mass storage� and, consequently, affect the fuel cell
oltage �Fig. 12�. This suggests that practical mass flow control-
ers and plumbing equipment may provide a fast-enough time re-
ponse to control the system as designed herein.

The decrease in fuel utilization plotted in Fig. 12 following the
hange in fuel content can be explained as follows. Utilization is
efined in terms of flow rates and theoretical hydrogen content
��

� = 4XCH + XCO + XH �12�

Fig. 11 Anode fuel flow controller
4 2
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U = 1 −
Ṅout�out

Ṅin�in

�13�

Assuming equal inlet and outlet molar flow rates, a decrease in
theoretical hydrogen content at the inlet will decrease the utiliza-
tion. In this case, the amount of hydrogen will first decrease at the
inlet causing a temporary decrease in utilization as defined �Fig.
12�. The amount of stored hydrogen within the fuel cell is essen-
tial for transient operation of fuel cells because it provides a buffer
for perturbation and delay in fuel actuation.

Discussion
One of the most useful features of a dynamic model that can

incorporate the physics and chemistry associated with SOFC/GT
systems is the ability to use the model to systematically evaluate
the performance potential of a wide variety of system configura-
tions. Initial analyses of the dynamic performance of several dif-
ferent system configurations were conducted in the initial phase of
the current work. These analyses resulted in the selection of a
hybrid cycle configuration that contained all of the required com-
ponents, each with sufficient performance to enable the system to
meet the above stated goals. The focus of this paper is the devel-
opment and analysis of an effective control strategy after the sys-
tem design had been completed.

To further demonstrate the system’s transient load-following
capability and robustness, the control system’s response to a vary-
ing power as well as varying ambient temperature, and fuel com-
position is analyzed �see Fig. 13�. The simulation results presented
in Fig. 14 indicate that the system is capable of load following
with varying ambient and fuel concentration. During operation,
the fuel utilization was maintained well in spite of the significant
change in fuel composition or the load transients. With sufficient
fuel, and the power reference governor enabled, the SOFC cell
voltage is maintained above 0.6 V.

The simulation also indicates that the combustor temperature is
kept at 1140 K during transient operation. This results in the
maintenance of a relatively constant stack temperature difference.
During operation, the stack temperature always stays within oper-
ating constraints.

The designed control strategy has been shown to be robust with

Fig. 12 System response to an instantaneous 40% decrease in
fuel methane mole fraction
many design features that can be generally applied to other hybrid
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ystem designs. With the proposed controllers, the system has
xcellent transient load-following capabilities. Dynamic response
ould most likely be further improved by using more advanced
odel based controllers; this is part of ongoing research.

ummary and Conclusions
A system control strategy has been designed for a bottoming

OFC/GT hybrid system. The following results have been found:

1. The bottoming SOFC/GT hybrid system configuration is
thermodynamically stable over a wide range of operating
power conditions.

2. Proportional feedback of temperatures and voltage is suffi-
cient to ensure safe operation of the system �i.e., integral
action is not essential in temperature and voltage control
loops�.

3. Manipulating fuel cell current to meet system power is
shown effective for system load following.

4. A gas turbine cascade control structure is shown to maintain
robust control of the gas turbine shaft speed and fuel cell
temperature during dynamic load variations and ambient
temperature changes.

5. The addition and control of separate combustor fuel flow
provides an effective means of minimizing fuel cell thermal
gradients and maintaining fuel cell temperature at low
power.

6. Current based fuel control is an effective control strategy for
avoiding fuel starvation in the fuel cell.

ig. 13 Simulated power demand, ambient temperature, and
uel methane mole fraction

ig. 14 Simulated system response conditions presented in

ig. 13
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7. The hybrid system is shown to be robust to varying fuel
composition by adjusting the fuel flow based on voltage
feedback.

8. Relative gain array analysis proved useful for determining
I/O pairings that minimize individual control loop interac-
tions. The analyses indicate that for SOFC/GT hybrid plants
that use voltage as a controlled variable, it is beneficial to
control system power by fuel cell current and to control fuel
cell voltage by manipulating the anode fuel flowrate.
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Nomenclature
A 	 surface area �m2�
C 	 specific heat capacity �kJ kg−1 K−1�

CV 	 constant volume specific heat capacity
�kJ kmol−1 K−1�

Eohm 	 ohmic polarization �V�
F 	 Faraday’s constant �96,487 C mol−1�
h 	 enthalpy �kJ kmol−1�
i 	 electrical current �A�
J 	 polar moment of inertia �kg m2�
N 	 molar capacity, or total number of moles

�kmol�
Ṅ 	 molar flow rate �kmol s−1�
n 	 total number of cells in the stack�s� �–�
P 	 power �kW�, pressure �KPa�
Q̇ 	 heat transfer �kW�
R 	 universal gas constant �8.3145 kJ kmol−1 K−1�

control volume reaction rate �kmol sec−1�
T 	 temperature �K�
t 	 time �s�

U 	 fuel utilization �–�
V 	 volume �m3�, Voltage �V�
Ẇ 	 work out of control volume �kW�
X 	 species mole fraction �–�

Greek Letters
� 	 theoretical hydrogen mole fraction �–�
� 	 density of solid �kg m−3�
� 	 angular velocity �rad s−1�

Subscripts
fc 	 fuel cell
i 	 species �CH4 CO CO2 H2 H2O N2 O2�

in 	 control volume inlet
mgt 	 micro gas turbine
set 	 set point
out 	 control volume outlet
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